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The world today has no shortage of complicated, compelling issues that demand

multinational attention.

Most of these issues involve shortages from rain forests, to energy to the supply of global

capital.

But the issue of information technology is one of abundance.

And the question is how can the growing abundance of this technology be applied to
provide the greatest level of benefits to the greatest number of people?

They answer lies in a combination of technology and competitive markets with public
policy designed to produce real competition - consistent with the realities of technology.

The global need for open and fair competition in fundamental communications services is
no longer at issue. It has been endorsed by the EU, the United Nations, and the

membership of the G-7.

The value of the competition generated by comparable and effective market access

between countries is widely recognised.

Unfortunately, there is still a wide gap between the recognition of this principle and its

application in telecommunications markets around the world.

No one has a greater interest in seeing this gap closed than telecommunications users -

especially multinational corporations looking for global choice in services at competitive
prices.

This constituency of customers can contribute significantly when public policy is made.
If we were to poll the representatives of the private sector here today, I can comfortably

predict that they would have a straightforward message for the makers of global
telecommunications policy.

That message would be: You are moving in the right direction. You should be proud of
your progress. But it's time to accelerate. That message applies world-wide. It's

particularly relevant for the EU right now, and the need for acceleration is clearly
recognised by the leading European industrialist who issued the Bangemann Report.

The 1998 target date for competition in fundamental services and infrastructure applies to
most of the EU. But this is almost three years away. And three years is a long time in the

fast moving world of information technology.

Three years ago personal phone numbers that followed you anywhere and affordable
desktop video conferencing were promises. Today they are commercial realities.

Neither the dominant Telecommunications Organisations of Europe nor their
multinational customers can afford to wait three years for the benefits of competition.

And we should bear in mind that declaring a market "open" does not in itself create a
competitive market. That could take years beyond 1998. Without resolve across the

region, it could take well into the next century.



The question is: can European businesses and consumers wait that long for benefits such

as lower prices and new services that come with competitive markets? Can European
economies wait that long for the new jobs and investment potential that also come with

competitive telecommunications markets?

If the dominant TOs of Europe are to become self-sufficient profitable companies, they

need the stimulus of a truly competitive market. Their multinational customers already
operate in fiercely competitive global markets. They need - and in fact, they will

increasingly demand the lower prices and greater choice in services that come with
competitive markets.

Competition now exists for corporate networks and value-added services. But new
providers of these services are still not permitted to use alternative infrastructure of their

own creation.

In the spirit of acceleration, it would seem appropriate that the EU open the market now

for infrastructure-based competition in those market segments which are already open to
non-infrastructure competition.

But this would clearly be an interim step.

EU policy makers recognise the final destination must be full, infrastructure-based

competition in public switched voice and data services. I applaud that and would
encourage those who want to accelerate in that direction.

In countries around the world, people who would move slowly towards market
liberalisation are often worried about the short-term possibilities of employment

dislocation and societal churn. But these concerns shouldn't obscure the much greater
long-term benefits of economic growth and competitive strength.

It takes leadership to bridge those two perspectives - leadership with the courage of its
competitive convictions.

Does the EU have the leadership? I think so. If the EU can manage a rail system that now
moves passengers from Paris to London in three hours, it can certainly manage a

telecommunications system that moves to competition in faster than three years.

Our experience in the United States is not a paradigm for the whole world. We still have

important work to do in bringing competition to the regional monopolies that control
local service in the U.S.

But the customer benefits produced by America's fiercely competitive long distance
market did teach us the value of pushing ahead with competition, even when there are

unanswered questions.

There's nothing like real marketplace experience to answer questions. That kind of

experience will demonstrate that competition in fundamental services is something to be
encouraged, not feared.


